
RDA Practical 5 (based on Module 5: Relationships) 

Relationship Designators 
Exercise 1 - Answers 

How many creators? 1 

Compilation? / collaboration? / neither?  Neither - this is a simple single-creator work 

 

Possible relationships with Group 2 entities: 

Include a.a.p.? Y Field _100_  Indicators _1#_  $a Dray, Tevian 

Punctuation _, $e_ R.d. _author.___________ 

 

Here there is only one creator, so he must be included in the 100 field, with the obvious 

relationship designator, "author". 

While assigning relationship designators sometimes involves a degree of thought, it is far more 

often extremely easy, as in this example.  Additionally, macros have been written to insert the most 

common relationship designators, so adding them doesn't even take much time / typing. 

 

Exercise 2 - Answers 

How many creators? 1 (NB an illustrator is a contributor, not a creator) 

Compilation? / collaboration? / neither?  Neither - this is a simple single-creator work 

 

Possible relationships with Group 2 entities: 

Include a.a.p.? Y Field _100_  Indicators _1#_ $a Saville, Malcolm 

Punctuation _, $e_ R.d. _author.________ 

 

Include a.a.p.? Probably Y Field _700_  Indicators _1#_  $a Whitear, A. R. 

Punctuation _, $e_ R.d. _illustrator._____ 

 

Here we have a resource with a single creator (the author), who is related to it at work level, but 

also a contributor (the illustrator), who is related to it at expression level.  As before, the creator, 

Saville, goes in the 100 field, and gets relationship designator “author”.  Then the contributor, 

Whitear, gets a 700 field, and is assigned the relationship designator “illustrator”. 

RDA does not require us to add the 700 for an illustrator, but we have said in Cambridge that our 

default assumption is that we would do so.  We no longer have to consider the AACR2 restrictions 

on when an illustrator "added entry" was permissible, and should simply use cataloguer's 

judgement to decide whether or not adding the 700 is likely to assist readers. 

 

Exercise 3 - Answers 

How many creators? 1 (NB drawing accompanying illustrations or writing an introduction are functions 

of a contributor, not a creator) 

Compilation? / collaboration? / neither?  Compilation - this is a single-creator compilation 

 



Possible relationships with Group 1 entities: 

Include a.a.p.? Y Field _830_  Indicators _#0_ $a Chicago in fiction. 

Related: Work 

 

The series relationship is one of the three core “related work” relationships we need to record (if 

applicable).  In practice, nothing has changed in the 830 from AACR2 practice: we still give the form 

of series title found in the series authority record. 

 

Include note? N 

505 0# $a Artie -- Pink Marsh. 

Related: Works 

 

We don't need a 505 contents note here, as the two novels are already named in the 245 $a. 

 

Include a.a.p.? Y Field _700_  Indicators _12_ $a Ade, George, $d 1866-1944. $t Artie. 

Related: Work  

 

Include a.a.p.? Y Field _700_  Indicators _12_ $a Ade, George, $d 1866-1944. $t Pink Marsh. 

Related: Work 

 

But we do need analytical name-title authorised access points for the two contained works.  Second 

indicator "2" in the 700 field already provides the relationship information "contains", and so we 

don't need a relationship designator as such. 

 

Possible relationships with Group 2 entities: 

Include a.a.p.? Y Field _100_  Indicators _1#_  

$a Ade, George, $d 1866-1944    Punctuation _, $e_ R.d. _author.__________ 

 

Include a.a.p.? Y Field _700_  Indicators _1#_  

$a McCutcheon, John T. $q (John Tinney), $d 1870-1949 Punctuation _, $e_ R.d. _illustrator.______ 

 

Include a.a.p.? Probably N Field _____  Indicators _____  

$a Farrell, James T. $q (James Thomas),    $d 1904-1979 Punctuation _____ R.d. __________________ 

 

Exactly as for Exercise 2, we record the relationships with the creator (author) in the 100 and a 

contributor (illustrator) in the 700.  We wouldn't normally include an authorised access point for 

someone who simply wrote a fairly short introduction, as here.  If we were to include a 700 for 

James Farrell, we would probably either give him relationship designator "editor of compilation" (if 

we thought he was actually responsible for selecting / putting together the contained works) or 

"writer of added commentary" (if we thought the introduction really was all he'd contributed). 

 



Exercise 4 - Answers 

How many creators? 1 (NB editing or writing an introduction are functions of a contributor, not a 

creator) 

Compilation? / collaboration? / neither?  Compilation - this is a single-creator compilation 

 

Possible relationships with Group 1 entities: 

Include note? Y 

505 0# $a The captain and the colonel -- Two years, or, The way we lived then. 

Related: Works 

 

Include a.a.p.? Y Field _700_  Indicators _12_              $a Chesnut, Mary Boykin Miller, $d 1823-

1886. $t Captain and the colonel. 

Related: Work 

 

Include a.a.p.? Y Field _700_  Indicators _12_              $a Chesnut, Mary Boykin Miller, $d 1823-

1886. $t Two years. 

Related: Work 

 

This time we do need the 505, as the 245 does not list the contents.  But then we have exactly the 

same situation as for Exercise 3, where we need to include analytical name-title a.a.p.s for the two 

included works. 

 

Possible relationships with Group 2 entities 

Include a.a.p.? Y Field _100_  Indicators _1#_         

$a Chesnut, Mary Boykin Miller, $d 1823-1886 Punctuation _, $e_ R.d. _author._________ 

 

Include a.a.p.? Y Field _700_  Indicators _1#_         

$a Muhlenfeld, Elisabeth, $d 1944-  Punctuation __$e__ R.d. _editor of compilation.____ 

 

Include a.a.p.?  Probably N Field _____  Indicators _____       

$a Hanson, Elizabeth    Punctuation _____ R.d. __________________ 

 

This is another single-creator compilation of two novels.  So, as with Exercise 3, we end up with the 

creator in the 100 field with relationship designator "author".  Elisabeth Muhlenfeld is "editor of 

compilation" as she is responsible for selecting and putting together the component works, and has 

also provided elucidation, etc., via an introduction and notes.  Note especially here the punctuation 

preceding the relationship designator subfield.  There is no comma, as the authority form of 

Muhlenfeld's name ends with a hyphen. 

 

Again, as with Exercise 3, we probably wouldn't bother with a 700 for Hanson.  If we did, she would 

be either "editor" or "writer of added commentary" - she isn't "editor of compilation" as further 

examination of the book reveals she died before the work was started, so can't have been 

responsible for selecting / putting together the works. 



Exercise 5 - Answers 

How many creators? 2 

Compilation? / collaboration? / neither?  Collaboration (the two creators share principal 

responsibility) 

 

Possible relationships with Group 1 entities: 

Include a.a.p.? Y Field _830_  Indicators _#0_ $a Advancing weather and climate science. 

Related: Work 

 

As we saw in Exercise 3, this is the completely standard core work-level relationship "in series", and 

is recorded in exactly the same way as under AACR2. 

 

Possible relationships with Group 2 entities: 

Include a.a.p.? Y Field _100_  Indicators _1#_ $a Inness, Peter $q (Peter M.) 

Punctuation _, $e_ R.d. _author._________ 

 

Include a.a.p.? Y Field _700_  Indicators _1#_ $a Dorling, Steve $q (Stephen R.) 

Punctuation _, $e _ R.d. _ author._________ 

 

This is a collaboration (see contents page) between two creators, so there is nothing complicated 

here.  Inness and Dorling are both authors, and because Inness is named first, he goes in the 100, 

while Dorling gets a 700. 

 

 

Exercise 6 - Answers 

How many creators? Lots!  (There are clearly at least two, since there are two just for Chapter 2) 

Compilation? / collaboration? / neither?  Compilation - this is a multiple-creator compilation 

 

Possible relationships with Group 1 entities: 

Include note? See below 

500 ## $a Previous edition: San Diego, California : Academic Press, 2003. 

Related: Expression 

 

Include note? See below 

500 ## $a Revision of: Handbook of radioactivity analysis / edited by Michael F. L'Annunziata. -- Second 

edition. -- San Diego, California : Academic Press, 2003. 

Related: Expression 

 

Include a.a.p.? See below 

730 0# $i Revision of: $a Handbook of radioactivity analysis. $s Second edition. 

Related: Expression 



Giving the relationship between the edition in hand and the previous edition is not core, but we 

would generally choose to include this relationship in our record.  Any of the three possible ways 

shown of recording this relationship are absolutely fine - and in particular the “AACR2 without 

abbreviations” version shown first is still perfectly acceptable.  Use of a structured note or 

authorised access point is now also possible as an alternative.  Don't include all three though! 

 

Possible relationships with Group 2 entities: 

Include a.a.p.? Y  

Field _700_  Indicators _1#_ $a L'Annunziata, Michael F. 

Punctuation _, $e_ R.d. _editor of compilation._ 

 

This is a multiple-creator compilation, and as the named “editor” is responsible for “selecting and 

putting together works” he is given r.d. “editor of compilation”.  Because this is a contributor 

(rather than a creator) relationship, he appears in a 700 (rather than a 100).  This is also what we 

would expect given that a multiple-creator compilation is named by its preferred title only (i.e. 

usually 245 0X). 

 

Exercise 7 - Answers 

Relationship designators for Group 2 entity relationships: 

700 1# $a Caioni, Gabriele   Punctuation _, $e_ R.d. _editor.__________ 

700 1# $a Moretti, Fabrizio   Punctuation _, $e_ R.d. editor of compilation. 

 

This book is a multiple-creator compilation.  The description in the 245 $c "concept and selection of 

works" for Fabrizio Moretti suggests that he would fall under the definition of "editor of 

compilation", so we can give him that relationship designator.  The fact Gabriele Caioni is then 

differently described as an "editor" suggests he had a different role, and the most plausible here 

does seem to be "editor" (i.e. revising / elucidating content, plus possibly some preparation for 

publication). 

 

700 1# $a Brierley, Anthony   Punctuation _, $e_ R.d. _translator._______ 

700 1# $a Dabell, Frank    Punctuation _, $e_ R.d. _translator._______ 

 

Unlike AACR2, which only permitted the addition of added entries for translators in a fairly 

restricted set of circumstances, RDA allows us (but does not require us) to record the translator 

relationship for any work.  We need to use cataloguer's judgement as to whether doing so provides 

any benefit for the reader, and would probably also want to take into account any additional 

authority work we might generate.  Here both translators already have name authority records, so 

we certainly do no harm by adding a.a.p.s to record their relationship to the resource.  

Unsurprisingly, they receive the relationship designator "translator". 

 

 

 

 

 



710 2# $a Williams Moretti & Irving Gallery Punctuation _, $e_ R.d. __host institution.__ 

 

We see from the first 500 note that the exhibition for which this book is the catalogue was actually 

held in the Moretti gallery in New York (which has authorised form of name "Williams Moretti & 

Irving Gallery").  This means that we should assign it the relationship designator "host institution". 

 

710 2# $a Moretti s.r.l. (Florence, Italy)  Punctuation _, $e_ R.d. ___issuing body.___ 

 

The second 500 note suggests that the Moretti company has played some role in causing this 

resource to be published.  It isn't a straightforward "publisher", as the 264 #1 gives "Centro Di" for 

this role.  A reasonable assumption is that the company has issued the work, and so can receive 

relationship designator "issuing body". 


